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Characteristics

T-.

of the Moibus Strip Loop

Incroduc:icm

The typi:al loop used for measuring the time derivative of the
magnetic field, B, is constructed from two pieces of coaxial cable which
drive a balanced cable (twinax) and have only theis cente: conductors
joined to close the loop. This kind d ioop is shown in Figure 1. However it is possible to improve ”upbn this for some applications by use cf
what can be called a moi’ous scrip loop (to be desc=ibed late:) which has
to the magnetic field but much :ess
che properties of doubled sensitivity
sensiciu-ity to transient :adiacion effects.
,...=,

Throughout this note the rn”o;etypical “loop configuraeicn which
can be called a split shield loop will be discussed first, for purposes
of comparison with the moibus sc:ip loop. Comparison will be made both
for the elec::ical characteristics and the rac!iacion characteristics.
II.

Electrical Characteristics
A.

Split Shield Loop

In Figure 1 che pertinent electric parameters are shown far the
split shield loop. The compton current sources (Iq and L@
are also
.
shown and will be discussed later.
One can see how this sensor works most easily from spmec:y consiaeracions. A voltage, V, equal co the product of che lcop area and 6, is imshields at che cop of the lccp. The
pressed across the gap in the coaxial
coaxial cabies each are equivalently a resistive load of -Jalue 2/2 and these
loads are in series with one another as shown in Figure 2. The voltage zhen
divides equaily fnco the :WO coaxial lines and for the symmetrical system
shown in Figure 1 the C-JOwaves combine co give the original voltage V in a
cwinax cable of impedance Z. This particular structure has been thcrougnly
discussed by L. L. Libby in Special Aspects of aalanced Shielded Loops, 1.
R. E., Sept. 1946.
One point which should be discussed here is the matching of the caaxial cabLes into the twinax so that reflections will not be propagated :YGR.
back to the opening in the coaxial lines at the top Jf :he LJO?.
this jucc:ion
If one
considers only the differential signal, Vs, arriving ~t the caax co
cwinax junc:ion, then with no common mode signal co propagate down the cwicax
:his junction can be considezza as in Figure 3.
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Introduction

The typi$al loop used for measuring the time derivative of che
magnetic field, B, is constructed from two pieces of coaxial cable which
drive a balanced cable (twinax) and have only their center conductors
joined to close the loop. This kind of loop is shown in Figure 1. However it is possible to improve upon this for some applications by use cf
what can be called a rnoibus strip loop (to be desc~ibed later) which has
the properties of doubled sensitivity to the nzgnetic field but much less
sensitivity to transient radi~tion effects.
Throughout this note the more typical loop configuration which
be discussed first, for purposes
can be called a split shield loop will
of comparison with the moibus strip loop. Comparison will be made both
for the electrical characteristics and the radiation characteristics.
11.

Electrical Characteristics
A.

Split Shield Loop

In Figure 1 the pertinent electric parameters are shown for the
split shield loop. The compton current sources (I~A and 1~,) are also
shown and will be discussed later.
One can see how this sensor works most easily from syrmmet$yconsiderations. A voltage, \7, equal to the product of the lcop area and E, is impressed across the gap in the coaxial shields at the top of the Locp. The
coaxial cables each are equivalently a resistive load of value 2/2 and these
loads are in series with one another as shown in Figure 2. The voltage then
divides equally into the two coaxial lines and for the symmetrical system
shown in Figure 1 the two waves combine to give the original voltage V :3 a
twinax cable of impedance Z. This particular structure !YZSbeen thoroughly
discussed by L. L. Libby in Special Aspects of Balanced Shielded Loops, 1.
R. E., Sept. 1946.
One point which should be ciiscussedhere is the matching of the coaxial cables into the twinax so that reflections will not be propagated :rom
this junction back to the opening in the coaxial lines at the tcp of the loop.
If one considers only the differential signal, V~, arriving zt the coax zo
twinax junction, then with no conrnonnode signal co propagate down the cwinsx
this junction can be considered as in Figure 3.
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The ~iffe~en~ia~ signal ~ppe~r~ acrcss t~~ec;~ina~ i~ped~nc~,
~, ~~~~h can
be considered as two resistors each of vzius 2/2 ir!series. Since che
voltage in one cosx is exactly the neg,acive Qi the voltage in the second
coax the point between these twc resistors is at zero voltage and can
therefore be connected co the shieId. I?OWone:can see that each coax
(in this differentia~ mode) is termina~sd in its characteristic impedance
and that there are no refleccicns. This technique caz of course be
generalized to calculate che transmission and reflection coefficients
for any combination of coax and tw<nax.impedances.
This impedance matching property is an inportanc one for all
shie~ded loops including che split shield loop and the moibus strip loop
considered in this ncte. One should observe that this property holds
only for the deferential signsls. Fortunately for cases
of interest,
where the loop is a balanceti device,
ths response to the magnetic field
is a differential signel. This conditi~n holds for both the split shield
:.—__
,--~
.-,---s,
loop and the moibus strip loop. Another impo:tant characteristic of the
...
,. :
.,
s-...,,
.,:
split
shield loop is its rise time co a step B input. As shown above,
.T.,.
.+
.
...‘-.,,
,.,
,,.
.&
the loop is driving s resistive impedance Z. This implies a time constant
--~
-+
for this loop,~~ ,

and in turn a rise time, d~

~

This approximation is only valid if the round trip transit time on the
loop structure is less than this calculated rise Cime.
about
this loop is that it is
“The important thing to remember
effectively a single turn loop with a time constant L/Z.
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B.

Moibus Strip Loop

Figure 4 is a drawing of the moibus strip loop. The only difference in construction from a split shield loop is at the top of the loop
where the split occurs and the signal enters the coaxial lines. In the
moibus strip loop, the center conductors from the two coaxial lines are
not -joined together but are each connected to the shield of the opposite
coaxial line. The difference which this change makes is first demonstrated by tracing the loop itself. Starting at letter A on the left
twinax conductor, one can trace a path up the center conductor of the
left arm of the loop to point B and from there to point D on the shield
bf the right am.
Traveling on the shield then one goes around the
loop to point C on the shield of the left arm and then to point E on the
center conductor of the right arm. Finally one can trace the path down
the center conductor of the right arm to the right twinax conductor.
The path traced constitutes effectively a two-turn loop and as such should
have double the sensiti~ity of a single turn loop. Thus if V is the
potential generated by B around a single turn loop of this size, the
potential appearing around this moibus strip loop should be 2Y.
Moreover, in Figure 5, note that the two coaxial cable arms
now have their impedances in parallel at the gap whereas in Figure 2 the
split shield loop has tkmse loads presented in series. This means that
for frequency response calculations one can consider the moibus strip
loop as an inductance L with an impedance Z/4. This implies a time constant, ~~
, for this loop

Thus, for the same loop structure and cable impedances (neglecting transit
time effects on the loop structure), the frequency response of the moibus
strip loop is one fourth that of the split shield loop.
In addition, the fact that the coaxial lines are connected in
parallel at the gap implies that the full voltage, V, at the gap is impressed across each coax, but with opposite polarity in each coaxial line.
Now when the waves reach the twinax the difference will be 2V confirming
the earlier argument based on consideration of the moibus strip loop as a
two turn loop.

The important electrical characteristics of the moibus strip loop
are then its doubled sensitivity and its quartered frequency response.
Huwever, this last limitation can be overcome by lowering the loop inductance to the point where the transit time on the loop structure is the
limiting factor, giving both loops the same frequency response. This
aspect of loop design will be discussed in another sensor note.
111.

Compton Current Effects
A.

Gener-al

,
From the viewpoint of EMT measurements reduction of radiation
@luced noise signals are more important then enhanced sensitivity to
B. Of course this can all be put together as an optimization of the
signal-to-noise ratio, but the point to be made is that scme analysis
is needed of the radiation induced electrical signals in the cables.
Basically each seo~ent of cable acts as a Compton diode in a
ganznaradiation field. Negative charge is collected on the center conductor
since more high energy electrons stop in the center conductor than are
driven from it because of the gamma attenuation in this center conductor.
In addition, if the cable dielectric is hydrogenous (e.g. polyethylene),
the center conductor will collect neutron scattered protons further complicating the picture. The signals produced by these currents depend on the
geometry of the sensor and the quality of the differencing techniques used.
B.

Split Shield Loop
.

For the split shield loop in Figure 1.,the compton current is represented as a current source in each arm of the loop. Since the center conductors
of the cables are not connected to the outer shields, this compton current must
go down the center conductors of the twinax. If Z’is defined as the common
mode impedance of the twinax (i.e., the ratio of the average value of the voltages on the center conductors to the vector sum of the currents on these conductors) then there is a common mode voltage, Vcom, given by

(4)

\
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In general if the transit time characteristic of the loop dimensions can
be neglected then the split shield loop can be represented by the equivVL and VR are respectively the voltages
alent circuit given in Figure 6,
on the left and right twinax leads. VR - VL represents any differential
voltages present and VL + VR represents the common mode voltages. From
this equivalent circuit, equation (4) can be derived as well as some other
relations. For example the inductance of the loop and any difference in
the compton currents in the two arms , will produce a differential signal,
Vdif, giVf311 by

LO=(H1=@j-lc>(*)z
t’

v= o

(5)

assuming for this calculation that V = O and that Ic~ and ICL are both
the Fourier components of the Compton currents at radian frequency Q) .
Therefore, if the two coaxial cables have different radiation sensit-ivities or if one cable shadows the other from the radiation, the loop
inductance will cause this compton current difference to appear as a
differential noise signal given by equation (5).
As the pulse width approaches the transit times characteristic
of the loop the above approximations will break down. The loop structure
must be considered not a lumped inductance but a shorted transmission line
as Libby has shown in the previously referenced article, Also the coaxial
lines which form the loop have finite length and the compton current signal
is thus distributed in space and time. The radiation signal may arrive at
the two coaxial lines at different times depending on the loop orientation,
and introduce another differential signal.
In summary, the split shield loop has the radiation noise characteristics of (1) a common mode signal proportional to the radiation
intensity,
and (2) a differential signal proportional to any differences in the
radiation induced current for frequencies greater than Z/L or greater than
the reciprocal of the time constants characteristic of the loop. .4s shown
in the consideration of the moibus strip loop, the second characteristic
will also be present but the first will be greatly modified.

5
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c.

Moibus Strip Loop

For the moibus strip loop in Figure 4, the compton current is again
represented as a current source in each arm of the loop. In contrast to
the split shield loop, however, the center conductors of both co~xial lines
are connected to the outer shields thus allowing the compton currents to be
shorted out at the loop instead of being driven down the twinax to the
recording instruments. Of course the loop inductance plays a role in this
as shown in the low frequency equivalent circuit of the moibus strip loop
in Figure 7. In this case the common mode signal is identically zero, i.e.,

(6)

This last equation is true assuming the transition between the two
coaxial lines at the top of the loop is reflectionless (See Figure 3).s0
that the compton signal generated in one line can propagate into the other
line, reversing sign in the process. This zero common mode signal also
assumes
frequencies lower than the reciprocal of the transit times in the
coaxial lines. As an approximation, if the transit time in one of the
coaxial lines is tr and the radiation current is ccmsidered to be generated
uniformly throughout the coaxial lines, then the common mode current, Icm,
can be calculated to be

(7)

The factor of 2 in the currents arises since the comptcm current source at
any given point sets up a wave in both directions in the cable.
The corresponding common mode voltage, Vcm,

is

(8)

.

●

There are other corrections which can be made to these expressions for
the common mode signal involving the ccmmon mode transmission and
reflection coefficients at this junction which will cause currents to
flow back around the loop and be reinserted in the process. However,
the form of this correction will depend on the fozm chosen for the
compton currents and again the time derivative of these currents. To
estimate the common mode signals with greater accuracy than eqns.
(7) and (8) requires a detailed consideration of the loop geometry and
the form chosen for the comp’con currents.
This common mode signal is much smaller than that for the split
shield loop, and as the loop dimensions are decreased (lowering tr)
the common mode signal from the moibus strip loop then becomes much
smaller than that from the split shield loop.
The differential radiation noise signal, Vdif, can be calculated
for the moibus strip loop from the equivalent circuit in Figure 7
giving a result similar to that for the split shield loop.

vCfif=
z
.

I,R-1

H
2

c

z

p(w
z ‘>w ($%)
(9)

This result is similar to eqn (5) except that the rolloff frequency is
only one fourth as high. Howeverj this same characteristic has already
appeared in the electrical characteristics of this loop and it shows that
reduction of the inductance of the moibus strip loop to maximize the
frequency response to the transit time limitations will reduce the differential noise signal to these limitations.

7
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In principle the differential radiation noise signals for both the split
shield loop and the moibus strip loop can be reduced to the same level
determined by the transit time characteristics of the loops.
IV.

Conclusions

For the same loop area the moibus strip loop has twice thefi
sensitivity of the split shield loop but has a lower frequency response
for the same loop inductance. More important, the rnoibus strip loop
greatly reduces the common mode radiation noise currents found in the
split shield loop and can be made to have the same low differential
radiation noise signal (using symmetrical construction, etc.) as the
split shield loop.

CARL E. BAUM, l/LT, USAF
3 December 1964
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